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Measurement Guide: Rounded Square or Rectangle
Print this guide and bring it with you to measure your hot tub.

1-888-970-0532
hello@mountaincovers.com

What will you need?

1. Measuring Tape

2. Pen or Pencil

3. A Helper (not necessary, but 

makes measuring easier!)

Quick tips

1. Enter measurements in inches

2. Round up length to nearest inch

3. Measure twice, order once!

Spa Dimensions

Fill in your spa dimensions here.  If your hot tub is 

square, Dimension A and B will be the same.

Dimension A:

inches

Dimension B:

inches

Spa Fold or Hinge

The fold or hinge on a spa cover determines 

what side you will open the spa cover from.  We 

recommend standing in front of your spa where you 

want it to open. Think of the fold like a finish line right 

in front of you.  Circle your preferred fold:

Fold A in Half Fold B in Half

  See next page for additional  
information  on how to measure  
the radius.

Radius C:

inches
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Make and model

Take note of your spa/hot tubs make and model.  During ordering, you can use these to autofill and check your 

measurements against our database of measurements.

Spa Make: Spa Model:

Skirt Length

As a rule of thumb, the skirt (or flap) of your cover 

should by 0.5 inches longer than the acrylic rim of 

your spa to protect it.  Do not include the foam in 

your measurement. Check off your skirth length:

No Skirt

1.5 inches

2 inches

2.5 inches

3 inches

3.5 inches

4 inches

5.5 inches

5 inches

5.5 inches

6 inches

6.5 inches

7 inches

How to measure your
spa radius:

Firmly place a framing square 

(or ruler and straight edge) 

at a 90 degrees around the 

corner.  Measure the length 

before the curve stops (in the 

example to the left, the radius 

would be 7 inches). 


